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CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE BY GUSTAVUS 
DETLEF HINRICHS, M.D., LL.D. 
BY CHARLES KEYES 
As an original . organizer and charter member of the Iowa 
Academy of Sciences, that society which is the parent of our 
present Academy, the latter holds with peculiar attachment the 
memory of the late Dr. Gustavus Hinrichs, who is, for more than 
a quarter of a century, also identified with the faculty of our State 
University as one of its most distinguished members. He further 
organizes and conducts for 15 years our State Weather Service, 
the first of the kind to be inaugurated in this country. A brief 
life-sketch of this gifted man appears in our Proceedings of last 
year, volume XXX, pages 29-31. 
From the date of Professor Hinrichs' initial contribution to 
science, in 1856, through to :the end of his long life, his brilliant 
mental activities continue unabated. His pen is always· as busy 
~s his mind. The procession of his intellectual progeny spans an 
interval of 70 years! More than a score of ponderous tomes at-
test the exceptional vigor and great magnitude of his profound 
efforts and his tireless industry. Several hundreds of memoirs 
form notable contributions to science in the transactions of the 
learned societies. A majority of these appear in Europe and 
in half a dozen different languages. Sixty communications are 
made to the French Academy of Sciences alone, and over a hun-
dred are printed in the M oniteur Scientifique of Paris. Others 
are included in the publications of the scientific academies of 
Vienna, Berlin, and Copenhagen. The complete bibliography of 
his works comprise perhaps the most imposing array of original 
accomplishments ever produced in this country. 
Of the 300 odd memoirs which are accredited to him, 25 are 
more than usually pretentious and are listed as books. These are: 
Die Electromagnetische Telegraphie, Hamburg, 1856. 
Die Erdmagnetismus, Copenhagen, 1860. 
American Scientific Monthly, Iowa City, 1870. 
Elements of Physics, Davenport, 1870. 
Elements of Chemistry and Mineralogy, Davenport, 1870. 
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School Laboratory of Physical Science, Volume II, Iowa City, 
1872. 
Principles of Chemistry and Molecular Mechanics, Davenport, 
1874. 
Annual Reports of Iowa Weather Service, 11 volumes, 1878 
to 1888. 
True Atomic Weights of the Chemical Elements; and the Unity 
of Matter, St. Louis, 1894. 
Introduction to General Chemistry, St. Louis, 1897. 
Absolute Atomic Weights of the Chemical Elements, St. Louis, 
1901. 
Introduction to Crystallographic Chemistry, St. Louis, 1904. 
Proximate Constituents of Chemical Elements Mechanically 
Determined from their Physical and Chemical Properties, St. 
Louis, 1904. 
Amana Meteorites of February 12, 1875, St. Louis, 1905. 
In the midst of an unusually strenuous college life, when his 
time was taken up with the exacting duties of a new and much 
undermanned department, and the organization and direction of 
no less· than three large laboratories, his contributions to knowl-
edge appear regularly at the rate of about five or six each year 
for sixty years. His most productive years are those imme-
diately following his retirement from the Iowa State University, 
after his removal to St. Louis, and before he there is inveigled 
into college work again. During these two years he prepares 
and publishes 43 memoirs. The circumstance is instructive as 
indicating how prolific he might have been had the Fates but 
permitted him to devote his entire energies to research work. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
1856. Electro-magmetischr Telegraphie, sammt den nothigen Kenntnis-
sen aus der Physik, leichtfasslich-wissenschaftlich dargestellt. 
(One volume, 70 pp., Hamburg, 1856.) 
1860. Bevis for Newton's Binomialformal. (Mathematisk Tidsskrift, 
II Bd., pp. 38-45, Copenhagen, 1860.) 
Fem Love af den kosmiske Physik. (Forhandlinger ved Skandinav. 
Naturf., VII Mode, pp. 455-457, Copenhagen, 1860.) 
Erdmagnetismus als Folge der Bewegung der Erde im JEther. 
(Mathematische Erganzung, Bd., pp. 27-44, Copenhagen, 1860.) 
Erdmagnetismus als Folge der Bewegung der Ertle im JEther. 
(Pamphlet, 8vo., 26 pp., Copenhagen, 1860.) 
1864. Terrestrial Magnefam: An Explanatory Notice. (Leaflet, 4 pp., 
Iowa City, 1864.) 
Density, Rotation and Age of the Planets. (Am. Jour. Sci., (2), 
vol. XXXVII, pp. 35-56, New Haven, 1864.) 
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Wahre Gesetz der Planeten-Entfernungen. (Festschrift der Naturf. 
Gesellsch. zu Emden, pp. 67-72, Emden, 1864.) 
Distribution of Dark Lines in Spectra of Elements. (Am. ]our. 
Sci., (2), Vol. XXXVIII, pp. 31-40, New Haven, 1864.) 
Magnetic Period Depending on Sun's Rotation. (Am. Jour. Sci., 
(2), Vol. XXXVIII, pp. 420-421, New Haven, 1864.) 
1865. Introduction to Mathematical Principles of the Nebular Theory. 
(Am. ]our. Sci., (2), Vol. XXXIX, pp. 46-58, 134-150, and 276-
286, New Haven, 1865.) 
Inclination of Planetary Orbits to Invariable Plane. (Am. ]our. 
Sci., (2), Vol. XL, pp. 131-132, New Haven, 1865.) 
1866. Spectra and Composition of the Elements. (Am. ]our. Sci., (2), 
Vol. XLII, pp. 350-363, New Haven, 1866.) 
1867. Programme der Atomechanik; oder, der Chemie eine Mechanik 
der Panatome. (Pamphlet, 4to., 44 pp., Iowa City, 1867.) 
Resume Francais du Programme de l'atomecanique. (Pamphlet, 
4to., 4pp., Iowa City, 1867.) 
Programme of Atomechanics. (Pamphlet, 4to., 4pp., New York, 
1867.) 
Programme of Atomechanics; Or, Chemistry as a Mechanics of 
the Pan-atom. (American }our. Mining, Vol. IV, pp. 66, 82, 
98, 114, and 146, New York, 1867.) 
Composition and Valuation of [Iowa] Coals. (American ]our. 
Mining, Vol. IV., pp. 338-339, New York, 1867.) 
Proximate Analysis of [Iowa] Coals. (American ]our. Mining, 
Vol. IV, pp. 402-403, New York, 1867.) 
1868. Proximate Analysis of Coals. (American Jour. Mining, Vol. V, 
pp. 2-3, New York, 1868.) 
Chemical Report on Fuels of Iowa. (First and Second Ann. Repts. 
State Geologist, pp. 205-232, Des Moines, 1868.) 
Chemical Report on Waters a.nd Rocks of Iowa. (First and Sec-
ond Ann. Repts. State Geologist, pp. 233-247, Des Moines, 1868.) 
Composition, Valuation and Proximate Analysis of Iowa Coals. 
(First and Sec.)nd Ann. Repts. State Geologist, pp. 248-268, Des 
Moines, 1868.) 
Mineralogy of Iowa. (First and Second Ann. Repts. $tate Geolo-
gist, pp. 269-279, Des Moines, 1868.) 
Report of State Chemist. (First and Second Ann. Repts. State 
Geologist, pp. 203-280, Des Moines, 1868.) 
Statics of the Four Types of Modern Chemistry, with Especial 
Regard to the Water-Type. (Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. 
XVII, pp. 207-223, Chicago Meetillg, 1868.) 
New and General Law Determining Atomic Volume and Boiling 
Point of Great Number of Carbon Compounds. (Proc. Am. 
Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XVII, pp. 223-238, Chicago Meeting, 
1868.) 
Calculation of Crystalline Form of Anhydrous Carbonates, Ni-
trates, Perchlorates, Permanganates and Other Salts of Like 
Composition. (Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XVII, p. 345. 
Chicago Meeting, 1868.) Read by Title. 
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How a Snowflake is Built. (Scientific American, N. S., Vol. · 
XVIII, p. 245, New York, 1868.) 
Atom-Mechanics Proved by Tyndall's Experiments. (American 
Jour. Mining, Vol. V, pp. 281-282, New York, 1868.) 
Synopsis of New Memoirs on Atom-Mechanics. (Pamphlet, 4to., 
2pp., Iowa City, 1868.) 
Documents Relating to History of Atom-Mechanics. (Pamphlet, 
4to., 2pp., Iowa City, 1868.) 
Proximate Analysis of Coals. (Chemical News, Vol. XVIII, 
p. 53, London, 1868.) 
Composition, Valuation and Proximate Analysis of Coals. (Min-
ing Journal, Vo!. XXXVIII, pp. - - -, London, 1868.) 
1869. Chemisch-physikalische Bemerkung iiber die Realitat rhombotes-
seraler Formen. (Anzeiger d. k. Akad. d. Wissensch., Bd., 
No. 1, pp. -, Wien, 1869.) , 
Chemical Operations. (Amerkan Jour. Mining, Vol. VII, pp. 
9-10, 25-26, 42, 58-59, 89-90, 105-106, 121, 137-138, 154, 170, 185-
186, 201-202, 233-234, 265-266, 281, 306-307, and 330, New York, 
1869.) Series d 17 articles. 
Nate sur la Cristalline Forme des Sulfates. ( Comptes Rendus 
de l'Acad. des ~~ci. du Paris, T. LXVIII, p. 344, Paris, 1869.) 
Title only. 
Atomic Volume and Atomic Distances of the Crystalized A B 3 C. 
(Proc. Am. Asrnc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XVIII, p. 275, Salem Meet-
ing, 1869.) 
Classification and Atomic Weights of So-Called Chemical Ele-
ments, with Reference to Stas' Determinations. (Proc. Am. 
Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XVIII, pp. 112-124, Salem Meeting, 1869.) 
Molecular Perturbations. (Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. 
XVIII, pp. ·100-112, Salem Meeting, 1869.) 
Lilies of the Fields, of the Rocks and of the Clouds. (American 
Naturalist, Vol III, pp. 299;306, Salem, 1869.) 
Natural Classification of the Elements. (The Pharmacist, Vol. 
II, pp. 10-12, Chicago, 1869.) 
Einfache Schwefelwasserstoff Reagentien-Flasche. (Zeitsch. f. 
Analyt. Chemie, VIII Bd., pp. 400-401, Wiesbaden, 1869.) 
Zur Analyse der Steinkohlen. (Zeitsch. f. Analyt. Chemie, VIII 
Bd., pp. 132-135, Wiesbaden, 1869.) 
Sulphuretted Hydrogen Reagent Bottle. (The Pharmacist, Vol. 
II, p. 82, Chicago, 1869.) 
Ueber einen weiteren charakteristischen Unterschied zwischen 
Steinkohlen und andern Erdkohlen. (Verb. d. k. k. geol. Reich· 
sanstalt, --Bd. No. 4, pp. ----, Wien, 1869.) 
Zur Beobachtung der La Flamenerreactionen. (Zeitsch. £. Analyt. 
Chemie, VIII Bd., p. 134, Wiesbaden, 1869.) 
1870. Demonstration of Laws of Electricity. (American Educational 
Monthly, Vol. VII, pp. 8-12, New York, 1870.) 
Ueber den Bau des Quartzes. ( Sitzungsb. d. k. k. Akad. Wis-
sensch., LXI Bd., I Abth., pp. 83-88, Wien, 1870.) 
Zur Statistik der Krystall Symmetrie. ( Sitzu.ngsb. d. k. k. Akad. 
Wissensch., LXJI Bd., II Abth., pp. 345-361, Wien, 1870.) 
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Elements of Physics, Demonstrated by Students Own Experiments. 
One Volume, 180 pp., Davenport, 1870.) 
American Scientific Monthly, (Vol. I, 188 pp., Iowa City, 1870.) 
Edited from July to December; numerous short articles un-
signed. 
1871. School Laboratory of Physical Science. (Volume I, 120 pp., Iowa 
City, 1871.) Edited. . 
Elements of Chemistry and Mineralogy, Demonstrated by Stu-
dent's Own Experiments. (One Volume, 170 pp., Davenport, 
1871.) 
Principles of Pure Crystallography. (Pamphlet, 44 pp., Daven-
port, 1871.) 
Report on Weathering of 36 Sam~les of Iowa Building Stones. 
(Rept. Com. on Building Stone to Bd. Capitol Com. of State of 
Iowa, pp. 20-42, Des Moines, 1871.) Also pamphlet, 48 pp. 
1872. Method of Quantitive Induction in Physical Science. (Pamphlet, 
8vo., 48 pp., Davenport, 1872.) A guide for students in the la-
.boratory and lecture room. 
School Laboratory of Physical Science, for 1872. (Volume II, 
120 pp., Iowa City, 1872.) With two supplements. 
Journal of Experiments in Hinrich's Elements of Physics. (Pam-
phlet, 8vo., 16 pp., Iowa City, 1872.) 
Biographical Sketch of Wilhelm von Haidinger. (Pamphlet, 8vo., 
16 pp., Davenport, 1872.) 
1873. Law of Probability as Applied to Determination of Mental Ex-
ertions. (Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XXI, p. 256, Cam-
bridge, 1873.) Title only. 
Simple Arsenic Apparatus for Certain Determination of Minute 
Traces of Arsenic. (Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XXI, p. 
258, Cambridge, 1873.) Title only. 
Pyrite on Lateral Edges of Calcite Scalenohedra. (Proc. Am. 
Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XXI, p. 258, Cambridge, 1873.) Title 
only. 
Dynamical Conditions of the Three States of Matter. (Proc. Am. 
Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XXI, p. 258, Cambridge, 1873.) Abstract. 
Sur la rotation moleculaire des gaz. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. 
des Sci. de Paris, T. LXXVI, pp. 1357-1360, Paris, 1873.) 
Sur !es points d'ebullition et volumes moleculeire des isomeres 
Chlores de la serie ethylique. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des 
Sci. de Paris, T. LXXVI, pp. 14-08-1410, Paris, 1873.) 
Sur le Calcul des moments d'inertie des molecules. (Comptes 
Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. de Paris, T. LXXVI, pp. 1592-1594, 
Paris, 1873.) 
1874. Principles of Chemistry and Molecular Mechanics. (One Vol-
ume, 8vo., cloth, 200 pp., Davenport, 1874. ) 
First Course in Qualitative Chemical Analysis. (Pamphlet, 12 
pp., Iowa City, 1874.) 
1875. Great Iowa Meteor. (Popular Sci. Monthly, Vol. VII, pp. 588-
596, New York, 1875.) 
Sur la structure atomique des molecules de la benzine et du tere-
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bene. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. de Paris, T. LXXX, 
pp. 47-51, Paris, 1875.) 
Sur la determinat;on des points d'ebullition des derives chlo-
res du toluene. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. de Paris, 
t. LXXX, pp. 766-769, Paris, 1875.) 
Calcul des moments d'inertie maximum des molecules des derives 
chlores du toluer1e. ( Comptes Rend us de 1' Acad. des Sci. de 
Paris, T. LXXX, pp. 565-568, Paris, 1875.) 
Sur une chute de meteorites dans l'Etat d'Iowa. (Comptes Ren-
dus de l'Acad. de~ Sci. de Paris, T. LXXX, p. 1175, Paris, 1875.) 
Sur !es Meteorites d' Amana. ( Comptes Rend us de !' Acad. des 
Sci. de Paris, T. LXXXI, p. 1025, Paris, 1875.) 
Law of. Muscular Exhaustion and Restoration. (Nature, Vol. 
XI, pp. 426-427, London, 1875.) 
Iowa County Meteorites. (Pamphlet, 8 pp., Iowa City, 1875.) 
Monthly Results of Meteorological Observations at Laboratory of 
Iowa State University. (Pamphlet, 6 pp., Iowa City, 1875.) 
Iowa We.ather Review. (Pamphlet, Quarterly, 24 pp., Iowa City, 
1875.) 
1876. Sur !'oscillation de la mi-novembre dans I' Amerique. ( Comptes 
Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. de Paris, T. LXXXII, pp. 520-522, 
Paris, 1876.) 
Ueber Wolkenformen und Wolkenzeichen. (Zeitschrift f. Me-
teorologie, XI Ed., pp. 346-348, Wien, 1876.) 
Ueber die Zusammensetzung der hoheren Luftschichten. (Zeit-
schrift f. Meteorologie, XI Ed., pp. 350-352, Wien, 1876.) 
Iowa Weather Stations. (Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XXV, 
p. 82, Salem, 1876.) Title only. 
Meteorites of Amana, Iowa County, Iowa. (Proc. Am. Assoc. 
Adv. Sci., Vol. XXV, p. 81, Salem, 1876.) Title only. 
Organization of Iowa Weather Service. (Special Circular, 8 pp., 
Iowa City, .1876.) 
Directions for Observers of Iowa Weather Service. (Pamphlet, 
12 pp., Iowa City. 1876.) 
Bull. Iowa Weather Serv. for 1876. (Pamphlet, 16 pp., Iowa 
City, 1876.) 
Necessity of a Physical Observatory at University of Iowa. (Leaf-
let, 4 pp., Iowa City, 1877.) 
1877. Bemerkungen iiber ein Gewitter im Iowa. (Zeitschrift f. Meteor-
o!ogie, XII Ed, pp. 35-48, Wien, 1877.) 
Meteore Iowa. (Bull. la Soc. Vandoise, T. XIV, pp. 576-584, 
Lausanne, 1877.) 
Storm of July 31, 1877. (Iowa Weather Serv., Special Bull., 6 pp., 
Iowa City, 1877.) 
Distribution of Warm and Cold Days throughout the Seasons in 
Iowa. (Trans. Iowa Horticultural Soc., Vol. XI, pp. 226-233, 
Des Moines, 1877.) 
Great Thunder Storm of August 27 to 29, 1877, and Heavy Rain 
in Iowa. (Iowa Weather Serv., Special Bull., 10 pp., Iowa City, 
1877.) 
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Iowa Weather for 1876. (Rept. Iowa Agri. Soc. for 1876, pp. 
498-584, Des Moines, 1877.) First annual report. 
Earthquake of November 15, 1877 in Iowa. (Iowa Weather Serv., 
Special Bull., 4 pp., Iowa City, 1877.) 
Bulletin Iowa Weather Service for 1877. (Pamphlet, 16 pp., Iowa 
City, 1877.) 
1878. Condition of Weather between Burlington and Cedar Rapids from 
October 24, to 26, 1877. (Iowa Weather Serv., Special Bull., 
8 pp., Iowa City, 1878.) 
Iowa Weather Report for 1877. (Rept. Iowa State Agri. Soc. for 
1877, p. 72., Des Moines, 1878.) Second annual report. 
Organization of Iowa Weather Service, with Memorial to General 
Assembly. (Trans. Iowa Horticultural Soc., Vol. XII, pp. 260-
265, Des Moines, 1878.) 
Bulletin Iowa Weather Service for 1878. (Pamphlet, 10 pp., Iowa 
City, 1878.) 
Distribution of Rainfall in State of Iowa in 1878. (Trans. Iowa 
Hortticultural Soc., Vol. XIII, pp. 82-88, Des Moines, 1879.) 
1879. Flag Signals of Iowa Weather Service. (Pamphlet, Iowa Weather 
Serv., Special Bull., 6 pp., Iowa City, 1879.) 
Description of Storm of Easter Sunday, April 21, 1878, in Iowa. 
(Iowa Weather Serv., Special Bull., 30 pp., Iowa City, 1879.) 
Bulletin of Iowa Weather Service for 1879. (Pamphlet, 16 pp., 
Iowa City, 1879.) 
1880. First Biennial Report of Central Station of Iowa Wea th er Service. 
(Pamphlet, 32 pp., Des Moines, 1880.) 
Rainfall and Timber in Iowa. (Trans. Iowa Horticultural Soc., 
Vol. XIV, pp. 198-201, Des Moines, 1880.) 
Directions for Crop Reporters of Iowa Weather Service. (Iowa 
Weather Serv., Special Bull., 12 pp., Iowa City, 1880.) 
Lantern Signals of Iowa Weather Service. (Iowa Weather Serv., 
Special Bull., 8 pp., Iowa City, 1880.) 
Comparison of Lantern Signals displayed and Weather Observed 
in August, 1880. (Iowa Weather Serv., Special Bull., 10 pp., 
Iowa City, 1880.) 
Droughts in Iowa. (Rept. Comm. Immigration, pp. , Des 
Moines, 1880.) 
Bulletin of Iowa Weather Service for 1880. (Pamphlet, 24 pp., 
Iowa City, 1880.) 
Report of Iowa Weather Service for 1878. (One volume, 8vo., 
cloth, 318 pp., Des Moines, 18.80.) 
Report of Iowa Weather Service for 1879. (One volume, 8vo., 
cloth, 258 pp., Des Moines, 1880.) 
Report of Iowa Weather Service for 1880. (One volume, 8vo., 
cloth, 278 pp., Des Moines, 1880.) 
Change of Climate in Iowa. (Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., 1875-1880, 
p. 7., Iowa City, 1880.) Title only. 
Hail Storm in Iowa, April 12, 1876. (Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., 1875-
1880, p. 8, Iowa City, 1880.) Title only. 
Constitution of \;\Taters from Deep-lying Rocks in Iowa; Results 
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of Chemical Analyses. (Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., 1875-1880, p. 
9, Iowa City, 1880.) Title only. 
Relations between Cloudiness and Solar Radiation at Iowa City. 
(Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci. 1875-1880, p. 11, Iowa City, 1880.) Title 
only. 
Diurnal Variation of Magnetic Declination at Iowa City. (Proc. 
Iowa Acad. Sci. 1875-1880, p. 13, Iowa City, 1880.) Title only. 
Storms of July 31 and August 27 to 29, 1877. (Proc. Iowa Acad. 
Sci. 1875-1880, p. 14, Iowa City, 1880.) Title only. 
Rainfall in Iowa and its Relation to Distribution of Timber. 
(Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci. 1875-1880, p. 12, Iowa City, 1880.) 
Title only. 
Great Storm of April 21, 1878. (Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci. 1875-1880, 
p. 15, Iowa City, 1880.) Title only. 
Remarks on Rain Maps of Iowa for Several Months of 1877. 
(Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci. 1875-1880, p. 16, Iowa City, 1880.) Title 
only. 
Results of Magnetic Survey of Iowa in 1878. (Proc. Iowa Acad. 
Sci. 1875-1880, l'· 17, Iowa City, 1880.) Title only. 
Results of Magnetic Survey of Iowa and Missouri. (Proc. Iowa 
Acad. Sci. 1875-1880, p. 18, Iowa City, 1880.) Title only. 
Remarks of Publications of Iowa Weather Service. (Proc. Iowa 
Acad. Sci. 1875-1880, p. 21, Iowa City, 1880.) Title only. 
Emmett County Meteorite. (Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci. 1875-1880, p. 
19, Iowa City, 1880.) Title only. 
Tornado Tracks and Tornado Warnings. (Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci. 
1875-1880, p. 24, Iowa City, 1880.) Title only. 
Meteorological Normals of Iowa City. (Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci. 
1875-1880, p. 24, Iowa City, 1880.) Title only. 
1881. First Course in Qualitative Chemical Analysis. (Pamphlet, 12 pp., 
Iowa City, 1881.) Second edition. 
Report Iowa Weather Service for 1881. (One volume, 320 pp., 
8vo., cloth, 320 r•p., Des Moines, 1881.) 
Iowa Squalls. (Iowa Weather Serv., Special Bull., 16 pp., Iowa 
City, 1881.) 
Twenty Years' of Normal Temperature and Rainfall for Iowa City; 
and Rainfall Means of Lustrum 1876-1880 for State. (Iowa 
Weather Serv., Special Bull., 20 pp., Iowa City, 1881.) 
Meteorology in Its Relations to Horticulture. (Trans. Iowa Horti-
cultural Soc., Vol. XV, pp. 259-263, Des Moines, 1881.) 
Iowa Pastures and Rainfall Minimum in Mid-summer. (Proc. 
Improved Stock Breeders' Assoc. 1881, pp. 135~139, 1881.) 
Bulletin of Iowa \lo,'eather Service for 1881. (Iowa Weather Serv., 
Special Bull., 12 pp., Iowa City, 1881.) 
1882. Second Biennial Report of Central Station of Iowa Weather Serv-
ice. (Pamphlet, 48 pp., Des Moines, 1882.) 
Rainfall in Iowa, Lustrum of 1876-1880, for Each Month and One 
Year. (Trans. Iowa Horticultural Soc., Vol. XVI, Map frontis-
piece, Des Moines, 1882.) 
Bulletin of Iowa Weather Service for 1882. (Iowa Weather 
Serv., Special Bull., 10 pp., Iowa City, 1882.) 
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1883. Report 'of Iowa Weather Service for 1882. (One volume, 8vo., 
cloth, 252 pp., Des Moines, 1883.) 
Iowa Weather Service Annual for 1883. (Pamphlet, 24 pp., Iowa 
City, 1883.) 
Tornadoes in Iowa. (Deaf-Mute Hawkeye, Vol. III, No. 7, p. 8, 
1883.) 
Notes on Cloud Forms and Climate of Iowa. (Iowa Weather 
Serv., Special Bull., 12 pp., Iowa City, 1883.) 
Remarks on Traci1;gs of Self-Registering Instruments; and Value 
of Signal Service Indications for Iowa, in June and July, 1883. 
(Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XXXII, p. 140, Salem, 1883.) 
Title only. 
Winds in Iowa and their Utilization. (Iowa \Veather Serv., 
Special Bull., 16 pp., Iowa City, 1883.) 
Remarks on Tracings of Self-Registering Instruments; and Value 
of Signal Service Indications for Iowa in June and July, 1883. 
(Science, Vol. II, p. 285, New York, 1883.) Abstract. 
Iowa Weather Service and Its New Building at Iowa City. (Deaf-
Mute Hawkeye, Vol. III, No. 15, p. 4, 1883.) 
Third Biennial Report of Central Station of Iowa Weather Serv-
ice. (Pamphlet, 48 pp., Des Moines, 1883.) 
Bulletin of Iowa Weather Service for 1883. (Pamphlet, 24 pp., 
Iowa City, 1883.) 
Seasons in Iowa; and a Calender for 1884. (Iowa Weather Serv., 
Special Bull., 10 pp., Iowa City, 1883.) 
1884. Condition of Weather on Night of February 25, 1884, between 
Eight and Eleven P. M., in. Central Iowa and Illinois. (Iowa 
Weather Serv., Special Bull., 12 pp., Iowa City, 1884.) 
Remarks on Wintc:rs in Iowa since 1839. (Trans. Iowa Horticul-
tural Soc., Vol. XVII, pp. - , Des Moines, 1884.) 
Bulletin of Iowa Weather Service for 1884. (Pamphlet, 24 pp., 
Iowa City, 1884.) 
1885. Summary of Results of Observations made in 1884 at Central Sta-
tion of Iowa \iVeather Service. (Trans. Iowa State Horticul-
tural Soc., Vol. XIX, p. 168, Des Moines, 1885.) 
Report of Iowa Weather Service for 1883·. (One volume, 8vo., 
cloth, 252 pp., Des Moines, 1885.) 
Difference between Squalls and Tornados. (Iowa Weather Serv., 
Special Bull., 10 pp., Iowa City, 1885.) 
Tornado Seasons in Iowa. (Iowa Weather Serv., Special Bull., 
12 pp., Iowa City, 1885.) 
1886. Bulletin Iowa Weather Service for 1886. (Iowa Weather Serv., 
Special Bull., 30 pp., Iowa City, 1886.) 
Composition, Valuation and Proximate Analyses of Iowa Coals. 
(Crooke's "Selec~ Methods in Chemical Analysis," 2nd. ed., pp. 
596-599, London, 1886.) 
1887. Report of Iowa Weather Service for 1886. (One volume, 8vo., 
cloth, 246 pp., Des Moines, 1887.) 
1888. Climate of Southern Russia and Iowa Compared. (Trans. Iowa 
Horticultural Soc., Vol. XXII, pp. 65-79, Des Moines, 1888.) 
Climate of Southern Russia and Iowa Compared with Reference 
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to Transplantation of Russian Fruit to Upper Mississippi Valley. 
(American Jouc. Meteorology, Vol. IV, pp. 460-485, Ann Arbor, 
1888.) 
Tornados and Denechos. (American Jour. Meteorology, Vol. V, 
pp. 306-317, 341-349, and 385-393, Ann Arbor, 1888.) 
Climate of Southern Russia and Iowa Compared. (Prairie Farmer, 
Vol. LX, pp. 122-123, 174,190, 206, and 240, Chicago, 1888.) 
1889. Report Iowa Weather Service for 1884. (One Volume, 8vo., cloth, 
250 pp., Des Moines, 1889.) 
Report Iowa Weather Service for 1885. (One volume, 8vo., cloth, 
246 pp., Des Moines, 1889.) 
Report of Iowa Weather Service for 1887. (One volume, 8vo., 
cloth, 250 pp., Des Moines, 1889.) 
Summer Storms of Iowa and the Numerous Tornadoes Falsely As-
cribed by U. S. Signal Service. (Trans. Iowa Horticultural Soc., 
Vol. XXIII, pp. 193-207, Des Moines, 1889.) 
Report Iowa Weather Service for 1888. (One volume, 8vo., cloth, 
316 pp., Des Moines, 1889.) 
Climate of Southern Russia and Iowa Compared. (Rept. Iowa 
Weather Serv. for 1888, pp. 264-279, Des Moines, 1889.) 
Climate of Iowa Compared to that of Other Regions of Globe in 
Same Latitude, with Special Application to Iowa Orchards. 
(Rept." Iowa Weather Serv. for 1888, pp. 255-263, Des Moines, 
1889.) 
Rainfall of Southern Russia and Iowa. (Rept. Iowa Weather 
Serv. for 1888, pp. 280-289, Des Moines, 1888.) 
Tornadoes in Iowa. (Rept. Iowa Weather Serv. for 1888, pp. 289-
316, Des Moines 1889.) 
Sixth Annual Report of Iowa Weather Service. (Pamphlet, 12 
pp., Des Moines, 1889.) 
1891. Statement of General Law Determining Fusing and Boiling Points 
of any Compound, under any Pressure, as Simple Function of 
Chemical Constitution of Same. (Nature, Vol. XLIV, pp. 174-
175, London, 1891.) 
Calculation of Boiling Point of a Liquid under any Pressure. 
(Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XL., p. 141, Washington 
Meeting, 1891.) 
Determination of Discontinuity of Fusing Points of Paraffine by 
Means of Analytic Mechanics. (Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., 
Vol. XL, p. 141, Washington Meeting, 1891.) 
Statement of General Law Determining the Fusing and Boiling 
Points of Any Compound under Any Pressure as Simple Func-
tions of Chemiral Constitution of Same. (Proc. Am. Assoc. 
Adv. Sci., Vol. XL, p. 144 ,Washington Meeting, 1891.) 
Calculation of Boiling Point of any Paraffine under any Pressure. 
(Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XL., p. 190, Washington 
Meeting, 1891.) Abstract. 
Determination of True Positions of Carbon Atoms in Organic 
Compounds by Means of Analytic Mechanics. (Proc. Am. Assoc. 
Adv. Sci., Vol. XL, p. 190, Washington Meeting, 1891.) Abstract. 
Calculation of Boiling Points of Isomerics from the Moments of 
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Inertia. (Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XL, p. 190, Wash-
ington Meeting, 1891.) Abstract. 
Anzeige des allgemeinen Gesetzes, nach welchem die Tempera-
tur des Zustandswechels unter jeglichem Druch in einfacher Weise 
von der chemisrhen Konstitution der Karper bestimmt wird. 
(Zeitsch. f. Physik. Chemie, VIII Bd., pp. 229-234, Leipzig, 1891.) 
Die Berechnung der ·Schmelz und Siedepunkts des normaien Par-
affine. (Zeitsch. f. Physik, Chemie, VIII Bd., pp. 232-234, Leip-
zig, 1891.) 
Die Berechnung des Siedepunkts einer beliebigen Fliissigkeit unter 
jeglichem Druck. (Zeitsch. f. Physik. Chemie, VIII Bd., pp. 
340-342, Leipzig, 1891.) 
Mechanische Bestimmung des Verkettung des Kohlestoffatome in 
organischen Verbindugen. (Zeitsch. f. Physik. Chemie, VIII Bd., 
pp. 677-679, Leipzig, 1891.) 
Ueber die Spanniing des gesattigten Wasser. (Zeitsch. f. Physik. 
Chemie, VIII Bd., pp. 680-681, Leipzig, 1891.) 
Enonce d'une loi generale determinant en fonction simple de la 
constitution chemique des corps, !es temperatures de leurs 
changements d'etat sous toutes !es pressions. (Comptes Rendus 
de l'Acad. des Sci. de Paris, T. CXIi, pp. 998-1000, Paris, 1891.) 
Calcul des temperatures de fusion et d'ebullition des paraffines nor-
males. (Compte-; Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXII, 
pp. 1127-1129, Paris, 1891.) 
Calcul de la temperature d'ebullition d'un liquide quelconque sous 
toutes Jes pressions. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. du 
Paris, T. CXII, pp. 1436-1438, Paris, 1891.) 
Calcul du volume moleculaire. ( Comptes Rend us de I' Acad. des 
Sci. du Paris, T. CXIII, pp. 36-38, Paris, 1891.) 
Determination mechanique de l'enchainement des atomes de Car-
bone dans !es composes organique. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. 
des Sci. du Paris, T. CXIII, pp. 313-315, Paris, 1891.) 
Calcul de la chaku; specifique des liquides. (Comptes Rendus de 
l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXIII, pp. 468-471, Paris, 1891.) 
Calcul la rotation magnetique du plan de polarisation de la lumiere. 
(Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXIII, pp. 
500-502, Paris, 1891.) 
Determination mechanique de la position des atomes d'hydrogene 
dans !es composfs organiques. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des 
Sci. du Paris, T. CXIII, pp. 743-746, Paris, 1891.) 
Calcul de la temperature d'ebullition des ethers isomerique des 
acides gras. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. 
CXIII, pp. 798-800, Paris, 1891.) 
1892. Sechs Beitrage zur Dynamik des chemischen Molekiils. (Pamphlet, 
24 pp., Leipzig, 1892.) 
A Celestial Messenger. (Chaperone Magazine, Vol. IV, pp. 13-23, 
St. Louis, 1892.) 
Specific Heat of Atoms and their Mechanical Constitution. (Chem-
ical News, Vol. LXVI, pp. 116-117, London, 1892.) 
Die Berechung des Molekular-volumens. (Zeitsch. f. Physik. 
Chemie, IX Bd., pp. 81-84, Leipzig, 1892.) 
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Mechanics of the Three States of Aggregation. (Proc. Am. Assoc. 
Adv. Sci., Vol. XU, p. 90, Rochester Meeting, 1892.) Abstract. 
Mechanical Determination of Stereographic Constitution of Or-
ganic Compounds. (Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 
114, Rochester Meeting, 1892.) Abstract. 
Calcul des temper<Jtures d'ebullition des composes derives des 
paraffines par substitution terminale. ( Comptes Rend us de I' Acad. 
des Sci. du Paris, T. CXIV, pp. 597-600, Paris, 1892.) 
Determination de la surface d'ebullition des paraffines normales. 
(Comptes Rendu> de l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXIV, pp. 
1015-1018, Paris, 1892.) 
Etablissement des formules fondamentales pour le calcul des mo-
ments d'inertie maximum. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. 
du Paris, T. CXJV, pp. 1064-1067, Paris, 1892.) 
Das Molekiil als System materieller Punkte. (Pamphlet, pp. 3-4, 
Leipzig, 1892.) 
Die Energie des 1iolekiils. (Pamphlet, pp. 5-6, Leipzig, 1892.) 
Graphische Strukturformeln. (Pamphlet, pp. 10-12, Leipzig, 1892.) 
Die Tragheitsmomente der Molekiile. (Pamphlet, pp. 13-14, Leip-
zig, 1892.) 
Die Bewegungen de~ Molekiils. (Pamphlet, pp. 16-19, Leipzig, 
1892.) 
Die Siedpunkte isomerer Kiirper bestimmt <lurch <las Tragheits-
moment der Molekiile. (Pamphlet, pp. 19-23, Leipzig, 1892.) 
Determination mechanique des points d'ebullition des composes sub-
stitultion terminale simple. ( Comptes Rend us de !' Ac:'ad. des 
Sci. du Paris, T. CXIV, pp. 1113-1116, Paris, 1892.) 
Determination mechanique des points d'ebullition des composes 
substitution terminale complexe. (Com pt es Rend us de !'A cad. 
des Sci. du Paris, T. CXIV, pp. 1272-1274, Paris, 1892.) 
Determination mechanique des points de !'ebullition des alcools et 
des acides. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. 
CXIV, pp. 1367-1370, Paris, 1892.) 
Sur le contraste mfrhanique entre le radical cyanogene et !es ele-
ments chloroides. ( Comptes Rendus de !'A cad. des Sci. du Paris, 
T. CXV, pp. 177-180, Paris, 1892.) 
La chaleur specifiqt:e des atomes et leur constitution mechanique. 
(Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXV, pp. 
239-242, Paris, 1892.) 
Sur le forme generale des courbes d'ebullition des composes a sub-
stitution centrak (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, 
T. CXV, pp. 314-316, Paris, 1892.) 
Reduction critique des determination fondamentales de Stas sur le 
~hlorate de potasse. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des. Sci. du 
Paris, T. CXV, pp. 1074-1077, Paris, 1892.) 
1893. Determination of True Atomic Weight of Copper. (Chemical 
News, Vol. LXVIII, pp. 171-173, London, 1893.) 
Das wahne Atomigewicht des Kuppers. (Zeitsch. f. Anorg. Chemie, 
V Ed., pp. 293-298, Hamburg, 1893.) 
Atomic Weights of the Chemical Elements. (Proc. American Phar-
maceutical Assoc., Vol. XLI, pp. 104-108, Philadelphia, 1893.) 
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Systematic Errors Affecting All Atomic Weights of Stas. (Proc. 
Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XLII, p. 107, Salem, 1893.) Abstract. 
Sur !es determinations du poids atomique du plomb par Stas. 
(Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXVI, pp. 
431-433, Paris, 1893.) 
Methode generale pour le calcul des poids atomique d'apres Jes 
donnees de !'analyse chemique. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des 
Sci. du Paris, T. CXVI, pp. 695-698, Paris, 1893.) 
Determination des poids atomique par la methode limite. (Comptes 
Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXVI, pp. 753-756, Paris, 
1893.) 
Determination du poids atomique veritable de l'hydrogene. (Comp-
tes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXVII, pp. 663-666, 
Paris, 1893.) 
Apen;u de systeme des poids atomique de precision, fonde sur 
le diamant comme matiere-etalon. (Comptes Rendus de 
l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXVII, pp. 1075-1078, Paris, 1893.) 
Rainfall Laws deduced from Twenty Years of Observation. (U. 
S. Weather Bureau, Special Publication, 8vo., 94 pp., Washing-
ton, 1893.) 
Die Bestimmung des wirklichen Atomgewichtes des Kuppers. 
(Zeitsch. £. Angorgan. Chemie, V Bd., pp. 293-298, Hamburg, 
1893.) 
1894. Composition, Valuo:.tion, and Proximate Analysis of Iowa Coals. 
(Crooke's Select Methods in Chemical Analysis, 3rd Ed., p. 577, 
London, 1894.) 
True Atomic Weights of Chemical Elements; and the Unity of 
Matter. (One vc.lume, 8vo., cloth, 256 pp., St. Louis, 1894.) 
Sur Jes poids atomique de precision, determines par !'argent comme 
Matiere-etalon seccndaire. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. 
du Paris, T. CXVIII, pp. 528-531, Paris, 1894.) 
Notice preliminaire sur un genre inverse des pier res meteoriques 
commons. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des. Sci. du Paris, T. 
CXVIII, pp. 1418-1420, Paris, 1894.) 
Centenary Commemoration of Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier. (Pam-
phlet, 4 to., 4 pp., St. Louis, 1894.) 
1897. Introduction to Ger.era! Chemistry. (One volume, 8vo., cloth, 400 
pp., St. Louis, 1897.) 
1900. Official and Com~on Atomic Weights. (National Druggist, Vol. 
XXX, pp. 342-344, St. Louis, 1900.) 
Atomic Weights as Constants in Nature. (National Druggist, Vol. 
XXX, pp. 420-429, St. Louis, 1900.) 
False Atomic \Veights of Smithsonian Institution. (National 
Druggist, Vol. XXXI, pp. 3-7, St. Louis, 1900.) 
Sur le poids atomique veritable du bore. (Comptes Rendus de 
l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXXX, pp. 1712-1714, Paris, 1900.) 
Sur le poids atomique veritable de dix elements, deduit de travaux 
recents. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des. Sci. du Paris, T. 
CXXXI, pp. 34-36, Paris, 1900.) 
Sur la composition de !'air dans la verticale, et sur la constitution 
des couches superieures de I' atmosphere terrestre. ( Comptes 
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Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXXXI, pp. 442-423, 
Paris, 1900.) 
Saint Louis Water. (Pamphlet, 8vo., 16 pp., St. Louis, 1900.) 
Address to citizens of St. Louis. 
1901. False Atomic Weights of ·Smithsonian Institution. (Pamphlet, 30 
pp., St. Louis, 1901.) 
Absolute Atomic Weights of the Chemical Elements. (One vol-
ume, 8vo., 304 pp., St. Louis, 1901.) 
1904. Chemisches vom Kongress am Mississippi. (Chemiker Zeitung, 
XXVIII Bd., pp. 1068-1069, Cothen, 1904.) 
Zur Chemie der f0ssilen Kohln. (Chemiker Zeitung, XXVIII Bd., 
pp. 593-594, Cothen, 1904.) 
Proximate Constituents of Chemical Elements Mechanically De-
termined from their Physical and Chemical Properties. (Pam-
phlet, 32 pp., St. Louis, 1904.) 
Introduction to Crystallographic Chemistry. (Micro-chemical Anal-
ysis, by Carl G. Hinrichs, pp. 100-140, St. Louis, 1904.) 
Finesse und Philosophie in der heutigen Chemie. (Chemiker Zei-
tung, XXVIII Bd., pp. 747-748, COthen, 1904.) 
Finesse ist keine Akkuratesse. ( Chemiker Zeitung, XX VIII Bd., 
pp. 1085-1086, Ciithen, 1904.) 
1905. Die inducktive Bestimmung der naheren Bestandtheile der chem-
ischen Elemente (Chemiker Zeitung, XXIX Bd., pp. 120-122, 
Co then, 1905.) 
Amana Meteorites of February 12, 1875. (Pamphlet, 104 pp., 16 
plates, St. Louis, 1905.) 
Sur !es meteorite; d'Amana. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. de Sci. 
du Paris, T. CXL, pp. 545-547, Paris, 1905.) 
Sur l'uniformite de composition des meteorites d'Amana. (Comp-
tes Rendus de l'Acad. Sci. du Paris, T. CXL, pp. 612-614, Paris, 
1905.) 
Sur le poids atomique veritable de l'azote. (Comptes Rendus de 
l'Acad. Sci. du Paris, T. CXL, pp. 1590-1591, Paris, 1905.) 
1906. Sur le poids atomique absolu du terbium. (Comptes Rendus de 
l'Acad. Sci. du Paris, T. CXLII, pp. 1196-1197, Paris, 1906.) 
Sur !es points d' ebullition de quelques alcools secondaires et ter-
tiaires. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. Sci. du Paris, T. CXLllI, 
pp. 359-361, Paris, 1906.) 
La mechanique de !'ionisation par solution. (Comptes Rendus de 
l'Acad. Sci. du Pa·ris, T. CXLIII, pp. 549-550, Paris, 1906.) 
Sur !es poids atomique absolu du Dysprosium. (Comptes Rendus 
de l'Acad. Sci. du Paris, T. CXLIII, pp. 1143-1145, Paris, 1906.) 
Sur la debacle du systeme de Stas et sur le noveau poids atomique 
probable de l'azote. (Moniteur Scientifique de Quesneville, T. 
XX, pp. 16-18, Paris, 1906.) 
Determination dn poids atomique absolu du bismuth. (Moniteur 
Scientifique, T. XX, pp. 169-174, Paris, 1906.) 
Les poids atomiqu" de tous !es elements chemique sont commen-
surable et la m~:tiere est une. (Moniteur Scientifique, T. XX, 
pp. 419-431, Pans, 1906.) 
Sur !es poids atomique points d'ebu11ition de q·uelques alcools sec-
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ondaires et tertiaires. (Moniteur Scientifique, T. XX, pp. 664-
666, Paris, 1906.) 
Die Amana Meteoriten, gesammelt, untersicht, und Verteilt. (Pam-
phlet, 24 pp., Wien, 1904.) 
Le Comite international des poids atomique et son rapport pour 
1906. (Moniteur Scientifique, T. XX, pp. 869-884, Paris, 1906.) 
1907. Sur Jes points de fusion et d'ebullition des hydrocarbures aliphati-
ques et aromatiques. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. du 
Paris, 'I'. CXLIV, pp. 431-432, Paris, 1907.) 
Sur poids atomique absolu du brome. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. 
des Sci. du Paris, T. CXLIV, pp. 973-977, Paris, 1907.) 
Appareil continu a pression Constante, pour la preparation de 
l'oxygene dans Jes cours et pour !'analyse. (Comptes Rendus de 
l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXLIV, pp. 1213-1214, Paris, 1907.) 
Sur le poids atomique absolu du' maganese. ( Comptes Rend us de 
l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXLIV, pp. 1343-1344, Paris, 1907.) 
Sur le poids atomique absolu du chlore. (Comptes Rendus de 
l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXLV, pp. 58-60, Paris, 1907.) 
Methode nouvelle determinant Jes poids atomiques de precision 
simultanement pcur taus !es elements presents dans une seule 
reaction chemiqut. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. du 
Paris, T. CXLV, pp. 715-718, Paris, 1907.) 
Sur la determination finale des poids atomique de tons !es ele-
ments entrant dans une seule reaction chemique. (Moniteur 
Scientifique, T. XXI, pp. 733-735, Paris, 1907.) 
Sur !es poids atomique dits physico-chemiques, et sur le calcul des 
poids du litre normal des gaz. (Moniteur Sdentifique, T. XXI, 
pp. 581-583, Pari5, 1907.) 
Sur la determination directe des poids atomique absolus. (Mon-
. iteur Scientifique, T. XXI, pp. 735-737, Paris, 1907.) 
Apen;u de la methode nouvelle dormant Jes poids atomique de pre-
cision simultanement pour tous !es elements presents dans une 
seule reaction chemique. (Moniteur Scientifique, T. XXI, pp. 
737-739, Paris, 1907.) 
Les poids atomique de hautes precision de douge elements chem-
ique determines d'apres le methode simultanee par six opera-
tions chemiques. (Moniteur Scientifique, T. XXI, pp·. 739-750, 
Paris, 1907.) 
Sur le poids atomique absolutu du dysporium. (Moniteur Scien-
tifique, T. XXI, pp. 179-180, Paris, 1907.) 
1908. Sur la commensurabilite des poids atomiques. ( Comptes Rendus 
de l'Acad. des Sc!. du Paris, T. CXLVI, pp. 971-973, Paris, 1908.) 
Sur la determination du poids atomique de la substance ponder-
able simple, le pantogene. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. 
du Paris, T. CXLVII, pp. 797-800, Paris, 1908.) 
Sur le poids atomique veritable de !'argent. (Comptes Rendus de 
l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXLVII, pp. 1302-1303, Paris, 1908.) 
Les poids atomique de haute precesion de seize elements chemique. 
(Moniteur Scientifique, T. XXII, pp. 155-172, Paris, 1908.) 
Sur la synthese de l'azatate d'argent et la determination du poids 
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atomique des soufre. (Moniteur Scientifique, T. XXII, pp. 454-
462, Paris, 1908.) 
1909. Sur le poids atomique du potassium. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. 
des Sci. du Paris, T. CXLVIII, pp. 484-485, Paris, 1909.) 
Sur la methode pr;,tique du calcul simultane des poids atomique: 
resultats generalaux. (Comptes RendtlS de l'Acad. des Sci. du 
Paris, T. CXLVIII, pp. 1760-1763, Paris, 1909.) 
Sur une solution proposee pour !'equation de condition relative au 
calcul des poids atomique. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sci. 
du Paris, T. CXLIX, pp. 124-125, Paris, 1909.) 
Calcul des poids atomiques: solution de !'equation de condition. 
(Comptes Rendm de l'Acad. des Sci. du Paris, T. CXLIX, pp. 
1074-1076, Paris, 1909.) 
L'erreur Constante OU residuelle des traveaux de laboratoire dans la 
determination des poids atomiques veritables. (Moniteur Sci-
entifique, T. XXlll, pp. 5-15, and 105-112, Paris, 1909.) 
La methode pratique du calcul des poids atomique, !es r~sultats 
obtenus par son emploi et quelques deductions qui en decoulent. 
(Moniteur . Scientifique, T. XXIII, pp. 731-744, Paris, 1909.) 
Demonstration directe de la valeur 108 pour le poids atomique de 
!'argent. (Moniteur Scientifique, T. XXIII, pp. 383-388, Paris, 
1909.) 
Outline of New Practical Method for Calculation of Atomic 
Weights. (Elec. and Metall. lndust., Vol. VII, pp. 317-320, New 
York, 1909.) 
Le medievalisme de la chemie du jour. (Revue Generate de 
Chemie, T. XII, pp. 214-218, Laval, 1909.) 
1910. True Atomic Weights of Oxygen and Silver. (Proc. American 
Philos. Soc., Vol. XLIX, pp. 359-363, Philadelphia, 1910.) 
Preponderance of Nullovalent Matter. (Metall. and Chem. Eng., 
Vol. VIII, pp. 138-139, New York, 1910.) 
Determination of Atomic Weight of Chemical Valence and on 
Mean Chemical Energy for Unit of Atomic Weight. (Metall. 
and Chem. Eng., Vol. VIII, pp. 200-201, New York, 1910.) 
Souvenirs scientifiques. (Revue Generale de Chemie, T. XIII, 
pp. 248-250, Paris, 1910.) 
Sur la determination du poids atomique de l'hydrogene. (Revue 
Generale de Chemie, T. XIII, pp. 351-354, Paris, 1910.) . 
1911. Atomic Weight of Vanadium Determined from Laboratory Work 
·of Eighty Years. (Proc. American Philos. Soc., Vol. L, pp. 191-
216, Philadelphia, 1911.) 
1912. Sur le poids atomique veritable de !'argent, tire des travaux de 
laboratoire de t<mt un ciecle. (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des 
Sci. du Paris, T. CLIV, pp. 211-213, Paris, 1912.) 
Sur erreurs systematique des operations chemique faites pour la 
determination des poids atomiques. (Comptes Re,ndus de l'Acad. 
des Sci. du Paris, T. CLIV, pp. 1227-1229, Paris, 1912.) 
1913. True -Atomic Weight of Bromine. (Proc. American Philos. Soc., 
Vol. Lil, pp. 543-557, Philadelphia, 1913.) 
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